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'Cheshire Puss; she began, rather timidly, 4-

'would you tell me, please, which way I ought
to go from here?'
'That depends a good deal on where you want to
get to; said the Cat.
'I don't much care where.= said Mice.
'Then it doesn't matter which way you go;
said the Cat.
tso long as I get somewhere; Alice added
as an explanation.
'Oh, you're sure to do that; said the Cat,
'if you only walk long enough:

Lewis Carroll, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

This conversation can readily be adapted to the situation of many
teachers faced with real issues which they see as affecting their
professional competence. It identifies a number of criteria which need to
be met whenever it is felt that small-scale, school-focused research night
help to enhance a teacher's understanding. The most important of these
are, being clear in your own mind about:

What you want to investigate.
Why you want to investigate it.
How you are going to investigate it.

Planning your research
This booklet is intended to help teachers plan their own research. It

concentrates on how to translate an lssue of general concern to a teachei
or indeed a group of tffachers, into a worthwhile and feasible piece of
research.

Thc :)ooklet is divided into four sections

Section 1 deals with the purposes of doing some resea.ch. We stress,
in this section, that once you are clear about why you want to do a bit
of research you can develop what we call research questions.

Section 2 contains an example of the different kinds of purposes and,
therefore, the different kinds of esearch questions which research might
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Introduction

have. We have used the topic of primary-secondary transition as our
example.

In Section 3 we sugges a straightforward procedure which teachers can
use to develop their own research questions out of the professional
concern they would like to research.

In the concludiag section we offer a form which teachers can use to
formulate their own research questions. This section includes an example
of how the form might be filled in for the prin_ry-secondary transition
research we discuss.

Team research

Research can be undertaken either by a teacher working on his or her
own, or by a team of teachers working together on a particular area of
concern to them. Our experience of working with teams convinces us that
there are many advantages to them. A major advantage is that colleagues
can support each other through the ups and downs of doing research.
Team members can bring different points of view to the area tO be
researched and so can encourage more thorough consideration of the
area. The results of team research may also stand a better chance of being
Implemented in a school, simply because a number of teachers have been
sufficiently concerned about an area to try to do something about it. We
have worked with teams coming from the same school and with teams
across schools. Teams need not consist entirely of teachers. There are
possibilities of teams of teachers and advisers, school social workers and
educational psychologists working together in various combinations. We
would urge any teacher contemplating soine research to 'find at least one
friend' to share the enterprise with.

Individuals
Finally, we are conscious that this booklet may be used both by

teachers on degree and diploma ,ourses with a research component and
by teachers doing research 'off their own bat'. We urge teachers on degree
and diploma courses to discuss their research questions with their tutor
or supervisor. It is extiemely rare for a first attempt at developing feasible
and worthwhile research questions to be totally satisfcctory. Tutors
should be given ample opportunity to comment on successive drafts of
research questions before any attempt is made to collect data. Teachers
who are doing their reseat-,I outwith the confines of a degree or diplOma,
should try to talk over their questions with a omeone who has had research
experience and/or someone who knows their chool simation well.

7



6 So You want to do Research!

Careful consideration pays dividends
Careful and thorough considuation of what you want to research pays

dividends. The most important of these is that it saves you time by
clarifying in advance what you need to know and why you need to know
it. We know, from our cwn experience, that teachers can and do
undertake worthwhile research on issues of direct practical concern to
them. They do this within the usual limits of time and other resources
available to any teacher. The teachers we have worked with have found
their research a demanding but essentially enjoyable activity, which not
only enhances their own professional understanding but can also improve
the education of their pupils. We hope that you will be encouraged by this
hooklet to see research as something that is both worthwhile and feasible
for you to do.

Further reaffing
We will limit the s ggestions for further reading, and mention only a

handful of sources which have the merit of being t ad a b le and relevant
to teachers planning the kind of small-scale work with which we are
concerned. Rediguides have the merit of giving practical advice about
quite specific approaches to data collection. Each one is brief, with many
practical examples, and contains a host of useful pointers to the effective
implementation of particular data collecting approichts. They are
obtainable from the Education Department, University of Nottingham,
University Park, Nottingham N07 2RD and a full list of titles can
similarly be acquixd. Two books containing examples of work done by
teachers, and illustrating the range of possibilities within the scope of
individual, small-scale teacher research, are:

J Nixon, (1981) A Teacher's Guide to Action Research, Grant McIntyre
D Hustler, T Cassidy and T Cuff (eds) (1985), Action Research in

Classrooms and Schools, Allen & Unwin.
Lastly, a very useful recent publication designed to offer pract:al

advice to teachers on how to set about collecting information and
ensuring that their research intentions are as effectively implemented as
possible is:

D El )pkins, (198f), A Teacher's r:uide to Classroom Research, The
Open University.

readabk ook. It recognises tlte major differences betwcen teachers
and professional icarchers, and does not try to mystify the research
process.
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1

WHAT IS A RESEARCH QUESTION?

Most teachers who are thinking of doing a piece of research have a
general area of interest in mind. For example, one teacher might be
interested in researching home-school relations, while another might be
concerned about the transition from primary to secondary school.
Unfortunately, research defined in these general ways is uahelpfui,
particularly to the teacher researcher with a small-scale study in mind.
The reason lies not in the areas of interest themselves; few would dispute
that these are worthwhile areas to investigate. The reasons that research
interests expressed in this general way are unhelpful are:

(1) They do not indicate precisely which aspects of the general area
should be examined.

(2) They do not indicate possible sources of information.
(3) They do not indicate appropdate ways of collecting information.

It is important, then, before we embark on an enquiry that we are clear
about precisely what it is we are interested in investigating. A research
question is one which makes explicit the precise area of an investigation;
it identifies, within the area of general concern, the specific aspect(s)
which is or are of particular interest. Research quest:ons are the vital first
steps in any research. They guide you towards thc kinds of information
you need and the ways you should collect the information. They also help
you to analyse the information you have collected.

'f we take the area of primary-secondary transition as an example, we
could identify several possible different specific areas of interest:

(1) Are we concerned with evaluating the effectiveness of current
administrative arrangements for transition?

(2) Are we interestd in the possible mis-match between teachi.lg
styles on either side of the transition?

(3) Are we to be concerned with the personal dimeinion of transition,
for example, pupils' anxieties?

(4) Are we interested in teachers' problems, pupils' problems,
institutional problems? Whose problems are to be researched?

7
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8 So You want to do Research!

(5) Do we want to find out what is significant about transition to all
the parties involved, pupils, parents, teachers?

(6) Do we want to experiment with new ways of dealing with
t ransition?

These examples, just a few out of a large range of possibilities, indicate
a fundamental point about doing research. This is that you need to be
clear about which aspects of a gmeral area ate of most concern to you.
It is usually helpful to think about the purpose of the research when
deciding which aspects of a general area are indeed of most interest. By
asking 'Why am I interested in finding cott more about primary-secondary.transition?' you an help to identify a list of priorities and then
decide which is the most important.

Why teachers do their own research
It is V.orth indicating that most teaehers do research tor one of the

following purposes:

(I) To monitor and Influenee the diret.tion of new developments.
(2) To iry to find out what is actually going oil, recognising that what

actually occurs is not always the same as w hat is thought to occur.

(3) To evaluate what is already taking place.

The overall aim of these kinds of research is usually to proide some
systematn. and reliable information that an be used as a basis for action.
Instead of relying upon intuition and salue judgeinents in making
decisions, the indisidual teaher, the department or the school staff as a
whole can use carefully ollected evidence to feed into the decision-
making process.

It is usually helpful to talk user the purpose of doiag your research with
your colleagues. This is %nal both for a teat.her working no his or her
own, and for team researt.h. It is e.ss?ntial that such discussions take place
if the researa is intended to 1 nfluene departmental or shool decision-
making. The re. eart.h will not be done in a acuum. It may well impinge
oil pupils, parents and olleagues. You will need the support of int,Trested
parties espetaally tf the reseal-di is to !lase any kind of impact outside
your ow n lassroom. In addition, talking over the research with
olleagues and ,:xamming the key features of the shool ontext in \Nhich
you woill L a n help you Llarify in your ov.n mind %hat it is you are really
interested hi invesdgating.

In Section 2 we look in greater detail at ss here reseal it questions come
from.

lv



2

WHERE DO RESEARCH QUESTIONS COME FROM?

We hare already indicated the two important and initial sources of
research quest ons readily arailable to the teacher contemplating some
small-scale research. These arc:

(1) The purpose to be served by the research.
(2) An awareness of the impoitant features of the school context in

whicl-, the research will be undertaken.
We now more to a range of practical actirities designe,. to provide

further assistanLe in ensuring the best initial decisions arc made. It
should, for example, now be clear that there arc no 'right answers' to the
question. if this is my area of interest, what res:.arch should I undertake?
There are, in fact, many answers, anu Ihe researcher will have to make
'judgements as to w hiLh seems most suited to individu.I circumstances.
What is important o reLognise, though, is thir precisely, because we arc
talking about the indiridual teaLher conductiro small-scale enquiry, it
will be essential to ensure that indiridual assumptions do not play too
large a 1.art in definmg the precise focus for the enquiry. How, therefore,
Lan the indir idual teaLher guard against the natu al ;..nitations of his or
her own partkular baLkground and experiences? clow indeed can a team
of teaLhers guard ag.insi reinforcing one another's assumptions? We can
lustrate wuys of incorporating the ideas of others into the initial
planning by easing further Lonsideration to the primao-secondary
transition example. (We hare used the exan le of an indir idual Leacher
throughout for the sake of simplicity ;Ind brevity.)

Incorporating !he ideas of others
It is possible, for example, to be alerted, to speofit. issues in primary-

wLondary transition beLause ...:nLern has frequently been expressed at
stall meetings about:

(1) e Lontrastmg information reLeired from feeder schools; or
(n) about the %army of work wh.,11 new pupils can do and which

ATMs to be Mated to the pre% ious, feeder school experiences.

1 his might suggest that it wou:d be important to inrestigate the range
.1tRi di.Lrsity of the LurriLulum prorided and teaLhing methods used in
tlk: primary st.hools. In other words, the issues and interest generated
amongst Lulleugue.s ,an be i LritiLal sourLe to alert the teacher to the
speLifiL foots fur an enquiry within an area of general research interest.

It IN also possible that a tca,her's ovtn school pompon is a major source

9
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10 So You want to do Research!

of significant areas Jf detailed concern: for example, a teacher with
pastoral responsibilities for first year classes might identify a spate of
letters from parents, and reports from colleagues. about increasing school
phobia among first year pupils. Such concerns might suggest that it
woLld be worthwhile to try to evaluate the effectiveness of current
transition arrangements.

Thirdly, it is conceivable that a report has been read indicating that
other schools have had some success in reducing transition anxiety
introducing arrangements which seem relevant to your own school. Lynda
Measor and Peter Woods (1984), for example, have shown that carefully
devised and phased induction programmes can substantially reduce
anxiety associated with transition. Teachers reading this might be led to
speculate on the feasibility of introducing such programmes in their own
schools and also, then, on monitoring their impact.

It is possible to incorporate these external sources into one's own
thinking about al area. These ill strations also serve to reinforce the
earlier notion that it is the purpose which any research is designed to serve
W hich significantly aids the move from general area of concern to precise
formulation of an appropriate research question.

The second, practical stage, then, requires that the teacher considers at
least three otLer main sources of ideas end thinking -...ssociated with the
original general area of interest. These are:

Published material
Whether in formal, official reports, or in the daily, weekly, local,

national and professional press, the teaLuer contemplating research
should try to become aware of current views and experience which might
be reported in such sources. They are a guide to new ideas and, most
importantly, they are a guard agains. too much insularity in the initial,
planning stage. It is also possible that academic journals some,imes
,ontain reports of chher studies in the same area and it can oP:n be useful
to see how others have tackled issues connected with your ow n interests.
On this last point, a way of saving a great deal of time in identifying

hether anything has been published recently Les in making WI of the
British Education Index, available through most academic libraries. In
addition there are British registers of research which can help in finding
uut systematically what has already been done in a particular area of
interest.

All these published sources snould be used see whether, for example,
alternative hoes of enquiry beyond those already indicated seem to have
been explored. Thev ,an also be helpful in indicating approaches which
others, w ith milar interests, have used in collecting information. They
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might, too, show where there appear to be major areas of dispute in
conclusions which have been drawn, and which your research might
explore. Finally, they can indicate, by omission, interesting new areas for
enquiry.

What is important is that they provide a stimulus, external to the
teacher and the particular school, for ideas which the teacher's own
school or classroom might not, of itself, generate.

School interest
Interest within the school has already been indicated as a likely source

for the initial concern, which might have a bearing on the key question
of the worthwhileness of any particular enquiry being considered. Is it a
matter on which your colleagues have already expressed interest? If so,
it is possible that they will look with favour on your eventual enquiries
which might be demanding time and support from them.

However, it should also be noted that expressions of school interest can
also be used as a way of alerting the researcher to possible avenues of
enquiry which have not, initially, been considered. All teachers do not
necessarily share identical views on a particular situation, and the
recognition of a diversity of views can be an important source of new
ideas which should be taken into account in preliminary thinking and
clarificat ion.

Personal/professional interest
The natural busyness of teaching can frequently be a barrier to the

formulation of the most effective research questions. By this we mean
that the individual teacher can often, because of the heavy demands on
the job, overlook critical aspects of a situation under review simply
because they do not seem, at the moment, to be of pressing concern. It
is important, therefore, to ensure that, before embarking on research the
individual teacher stops to think of all the aspects of his or her own
particular tuation which might be connected, however remotely, with
the possible area of research. How does your own particular position in
school link with the area of interest? In what ways do you experience
aspects of the situation? In what ways might your job be improved if
particular enquiries bore fruit?

In other words, the particular situation of the teacher coaternplating
research can be an important source for the generation of the eventual
specific research focus. This personal and professional dimension must
not, howev...r, be taken for granted. Such influence will only come about
if time is taken to stand back and reflect upon all those aspects of your
personal views and professional commitments which might have some
bearing on the possible area of research.



11 So You want to do Researcn!

Summary
In summary then, there are five main sources of research questions:
(1) The pur,oses to be served by the research.
(2) The particular features of the school, department, or classroom in

which the research is to be undertaken.
(3) The views of colleagues, especially colleagues who do not share

your own views.
(4) Your own position in the school may nrovide you with information

which alerts you to the focus of the r:search into a specific topic.
(5) Published material, reporting the experience of other schools and

teachers, and more general material relating to the area of your
research.

You should use all these sources to help you generate the most effective
research questions. Formulating research questions is often the most
difficult stage in doing research. There is no substitute for thinking hard!
Once you have research questions that you are confident about, they will
guide you towards the most appropriate ways of collecting information.
They are also the first line in analysing information once you have
collected it.

How might this work in practice?
There follow two examples of rese irch questions which focus on

different aspects of primary-secondar transition.
Example 1 illustrates the kinds o' .,earch questions which a Year Head

t.oncerned about increases in school phobia might generate. The purpose
of the research is to improve transition arrangements s,. that school
phobia is minimised. In Example 2, the same Year Head is more
concerned about curriuilum progression and continuity in imthematics
and so generates a different set of research questions.

Research Questions on Prunary-Secondary Transition

I: School phobia
Taking as a starting point concern about primary-secondary transition

arrangements bet.ause of reported increases in Nt.hool phobia in first year
pupils, my research questions (as a Year Head) could be:

(1) What are the primary-secondary transition arrangements?
(Note that I do not take for granted that I am thoroughly familiar
with these, een though I haw worked in the secondary school for
a few years. There may well be aspects I have either forgotten, or
never knew about.)

4



Where do Research Quesdons come from? 13

(2) How do teachers of the final class in primary schools which feed
my secondary view these arrangements? How do they think these
could be improved so that transition is less of a problem for
pupils?

(3) How do teachers responsible for the first year secondary intake
view these arrangements? How do they think these could be
improved so that transition is less of a problem for pupils?

(4) How do pupils themselve, view transition arrangements? In what
ways do they think the arrangements could be improved?

(5) How do parents view transition arrangements? In what ways do
they think the arrangements could be improved?

2: Curriculum progression and continuity
lf, on the other hand, I was more concerned with liaison between

primary and secondary schools in terms of curriculum progression and
continuity, I would have a different set of research questions:

(1) How much information do teachers of mathematics to first year
secondary classes have about the mathematics syllabuses in the
associated primary schools?

(2) How much information do the a.-,sociated primaries have about
the first year secondary mathematics syllabus?

(3) What kinds of information about pupils' abilities in mathematics
do secondary school mathematics teachers have? Do they find this
information helpful?

(4) Would the mathematics teachers in the secondary school find
different kinds of information about their pupils helpful?

(5) What do teachers of the upper primary classes see as the key
mathematics skills to be mastered by their puils?

(6) Do teachers of the upper primary classes see a need for
information about what the secondary school is looking for in
pupils transferring from primary?

Having produced a series of research questions generated by my own
interests, I then need to consider the other sources of information listed
in the summary on page 12. These sources may lead me to amend the
research questions and/or reduce their number.

It is unlikely that the first set of research questions you produce will
be the set you finally use.

15
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3

PRINCIPLES INTO PRACTICE

We have indicatea the importance of translating an initial research
concern into precisely formulated research questions and Lave shown how
the individual teacher can incorporate into this process the ideas of
others. This still leaves one importan area to be examined: the move from
the research questions to the design a feasible enquiry 'lich offers
realistic prospects of fulfilling the purpose which it is intend_ that the
research will serve.

It is the issue of feasibility which should, finally, determine which of
the many worthwhile possibilities tor research, you will focus on. In
saying this we i:inforce e earlier comment about there not being any
'right answers' to the problem of defining a research question. It is
important to recognise that for the practising teacher, any research
enqriry v. .1 need to be added to an already substamial set of demands
on time, energy and resources. Worthwhile teacher research, therefore, is
research which can realistically be added to an already demanding job.
It should, where possible, be seen as no more than extending the activities
in which the teacher is already engaged. The more the researcl, lacks
connection with the normal range of professional work, the more
difficult it will be to undertake, and the more likely it will be that its
worthwhileness will be substantially reduced.

The strategy which we have outlined so far should allow you to move
from ar 'nitial area of concern towards the identification of a number of
possible research questians according to the schematic decision-making
process outlined on the following page.

How, then, do we decide what is feasible, in making the final choices
about whic!! research questions to concentrate upon? One useful way is
to introduce another nursery memory: the verse from Rudyard Kipling's
The Elephant's Child runs:

I keep six honest serving men
Who taught me all I know.
Their names are What and Why and When,
And How and Where and Who.

14
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Figure One: The Decision-Making Process
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So You want to do Research!

Trnslated into practical terms, this gives rise to the following questions
about your research:

What information do I want?
Why do I want it?
When do I need it?
How do I collect it?
Where can I find it?
From whom do I get it?

In the context of your research questions it will be helpful to consider
these elaborated in the following form:

(1) What information? Will you need to get at people's views or
examine their actual practice? Is the background important? Is it
likelv that there is a wide range of views and of practice?

(2) Why this information? How will the kinds of information
specified help you to answer a particular research question? Are
all the possible scurces necessary? Are some more vital than
ot hers?

(3) When do you need it? Is there an order of priorities for data
collection? Is certain information only available at particular
times in the school year?

(4) How can I collect it? Will you need to observe situations? Sit in
on discussions': Inter, iew those involved? Will a questionnaire be
necessary?

(5) Where can I find the information? Classrooms, staffrooms,
corridors, meetings, filing cabinets, official documents, through
private contact with individuals?

(6) From whom? Who are all the parties to the research problem
under examination? Has every possibility been identified?

Finally, when each contending research question has been subjected to
the kinds of procedures outlined, it will then be necessary to add the one
crucial dimension it, ^rder to determine the feasibility of the proposed
research. This dimension identifies the most precious resource available
to the teachersTIME. We have already indicated that such research
activities will be in addition to the normal demands of teaching. This
means, quite obviously, that there will be little spare time able to be
devoted to research. There will, therefore, be no point in embarking on
a project only to find that the demands it will make are far beyond your
capacity to meet. Better, always, to go for the smaller scale project which
star..1, a good chance of being brought to fruition, than the large-scale

i 8



Principles into Practice 17

project which has to be set aside before any conclusions can emerge.
Again, we reinforce the notion that such research should be seen as
adding to a teacher's professional understanding. This will not occur with
a project which has to be abandoned because of lack of time.

It is worth adding some details here to show how the 'time factor' can
affect a possible research project. lf, for example, it is important to get
information about what takes place in colleagues' classrooms, access to
these classrooms will need to be negotiated. Opportunity to spend time
in someone's classroom will need to be dovetailed into whatever limited
free time may be at a teacher's disposal. Unless it is already established
practice that teachers visit each other's classrooms, it is highly likely that
a series of visits will need to be made in order to minimise the effects of
the visitoron both teacher and pupils.

It has to be remembered, too, that collecting any information requires
that time also be set aside in order to analyse the material, to identify
factors of significance and, possibly, to suggest new avenues which might
be explored. It is all too easy to underestimate the time required to
translate the data collection stage of research into an eventual report of
whatever findings have emerged. If the research is judged to be
worthwhile, then presumably colleagues need to be made aware of what
has emerged, so that their own thinking can take the information into
account. Reports on research require time to be produced.

A final limitation involves the methods which might have been chosen
in order to collect the necessary information. It is essential that you
become familiar with the advantages and disadvantages of the methods
you intend to use. Rediguides are a good source of information here. (See
page 6). It is also helpful if you can discuss methods with someone who
is knowledgeable about them.

If you intend to observe in classrooms, for example, what will you
observe, and how good are you at acquiring such information? Are you
interested in teacher talk, teacher actions; all the behaviours of all the
pupils, the interaction between teacher and pupils? You need to make
decisions about what to observe and what to ignore. These decisions
should follow logically from your research questions. If you want to
observe whether a teacher asks questions to more boys than girls, for
instance, you need to:

(1) Devise a means of noting to whom the teacher puts questions.
(2) Practice noting this and observing so that you are able to cover

quick fire question and answer sessions.
(3) Negotiate a position in the classroom where you can see all pupils

and the teacher.

, 9



18 So You want to do Research!

If you intend to interviewwhether it be parents, colleagues or
pupils--what do you want these interviews to focus upon? What methods
do you intend to use to record the information? How good an interviewer
are you? You need to be clear whether you are interested in exploring your
respondent's opinions in an open-ended way, for example 'How do you
find the new Maths syllabus?' Alternatively you may wish to explore
particular features of the Maths syllabus, for example 'How do you fi....1
the geometry problems in the new Maths syllabus?' A golden rule about
whichever kind of interviewing you do is that you must not ask leading
questions, such as 'The new Maths syllabus is hopeless isn't it?'.

All research methods have their strengths and weaknesses and no one
method or combination of methods is suitable for all research. What is
important is that there should be a logical connection between the
research questions you are asking and the metnods you use to provide the
evidence to answer these questions. If you «re interested in exploring
opinions and classroom experiences in an open ended way your methods
should be open ended. If you want to test out a theory about classroom
behaviour or attitudes towards something then you have to use methods
that focus on that theory and do not give respondents the chance to
wander off the points you are interested in.

These examples are offered simply to show that there could easily be
a need to give some time to adequate preparation for information
gathering. Practice and preliminary thought ensure that the limited time
which is at a teacher's disposal is used effectively, to produce high quality
information, thereby providing a basis of confidence in whatever
outcomes emerge.

20
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4

THE PROCESS OF FORMULATING RESEARCH
QUESTIONS: A SUMMARY

In this section we take you step by step through the process of
formulating research questions, still using the primary-secondary
transition example.

First we use the diagram on page 15 to illustrate (in Figure 1Wo) how
to produce a series of research questions on pupils' attainment in
mathematics in the last year of primary school and the first of secondary.

Secondly, we have devised a form which we hope will be of use when
you come to generate your own research questions. The first part is
intended to take you through the main stages of the model. The second
part concentrates on the feasibility of the proposed research by asking
you about its timescale, a'oout the kinds of information you will need and
about your research methods. We have completed this form continuing
with our primary-secondary transition example and Figure Three records
the way in which this might have been completed by a guidance teacher
who had followed through the process we have described.

In conclusion
The identification of the number of stages which need to be gone

through to produce effective, worthwhile and feasible research quotions
should not be taken to cast doubt on the value of teachers undertaking
small-scale research projects related to their own work. Rather, the above
sections indicate the importance of preliminary planning, precisely
because such teacher research will be small-scale and needs also to be
demonstrably relevant to that teacher's professional concerns. By
ensunng that the preliminary planning is undertaken effectively, we can
ensure that `,e precious commodity of teacher time is used to its best
advantage.

19
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area
(twice' r!

modified

location

higure Two Generating Research Questions

Teacher Reactions

so, a head of first !.ear responsible for first
%ear dosses, ! am becoming increasingly
Lomerned about the %loss of my colleagues
on an apparent dtrchne in standard, ssith
eaa sears nos entry

( ii ('a/leagues. These \loss, once I start to
domts and I.st them, seem to be more
Lommon ,,,,thm Maths than in other
subre,a,

(2) aerature nunitIc: GI articles in reLeht
issues of the rime, sa;_gest that primary
and seLondar) tea&ers d. tot has e enough
LontaLt ss uh each other

11) Professional : am respo...,a-:.: for hai,on
%sub feeder primanes, sO i can t
intormall, %sub their staff to see hether
there is confirmation from their side of
(longs

Putting 'hese sources together it seems as 11
I %%ill need to look for information sYith.o
ins ass n sLhool and also in our feeder
primaries

22

Thoughts
These comments are coming thrJugh staff
meetings and head of department meetings
Perhaps I should see if there is any
substance here?

Informal chats with first year teachers and
heads of departments may gise some
information.

I %yonder sshether nt colleagues' s toys Lan
be substantiated? Is there any
misconception" Some feeder schools are
experimenting with nes% Maths schemes I

ssonder whether this is a likely source of
colleague.: complaints

I %sill need to csainine scl,00l records, to
monitor performance in Maths by feeder
school. I will also have to ),et information
about expectations in Math, from the feeder
schools



refines
purpose

understanding

produces

research
questions

To establish valid data on pupils' attainment
in Maths in the first year of the secondary
school.

To establish valid data on pupils' attainment
in Maths in the last year of primary school.

(I) How are first year of secondary pupils'
attainments m Maths measured?

(2) Are 1h u. attainments measured in the
same way from year to year?

(3) How are last year in primary pupils'
attainments measured in each of the feeder
primaries?

(4) Are these attainments measured In the
same way from year to year?

(5) Is there any pattern linking pupils from
particular primaries to high and low first
year at secondary attainments?

If I can produce factual data on
performance in relat in to feeder scL Jis
and their Maths schemes, this should
provide colleagues with reliable information
to set against their own views. If there are
'real' issues we will have to decide on
appropriate courses of action.

If the attainments are measureJ in a
different way, or if the first yeas at
secondary syllabus has changed, we don't
know if standards are rising or falling since
we are not comparing Ia._ with like.



Figure Three: Teacher Research Form

PART I: THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Vote: Element% %tarred are identified in relation to the diagram on page 20
NAME: 1 SMITH
SCHOOL: LOTHIAN HIGH SCHOOL
POSITION: YEAR HEAD
AREA OF INITIAL CONCERN: Performance of first year secondary pupils and possible

decline of standard...
INFLUENCED BY. Informal discussion with first year secondary colleagues and

heads of department, recent articles in Times Ed and
discussion with primary school colleagues.

LOCATION OF PROPOSED RESEARCH: \Vithin own xhool and in feeder primary schools.
INTENDED PURPOSE OF RESEARCH*: To provide caeagues with reliable information on trends in

first year secondary Maths performance, related to pupils'
feeder primary school Maths experience.

SPECIFIC RESEARCH QUESTIONS. I How are first year secoadary pupils' attainments in Maths
measured?

2 Are the attainments measured in the same way from year to
year?

3 How are final year pupils' attainments measured in each of
the feeder primaries?

4 Are these attainments measured in the same way from year
to year?

5 Is there any pattern linking pupils from particular primaries
to high and low first year attainments
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PART 2- THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME

TIME SCALE SOURCcS OF INFORMATION METHODS OF COLLECTION

End of
azadcmic \ ear

Summer
Holiday

kssuntilltt that tlicic
schools. then

Autumn
cm

spring
I erni

sununer
erm

Summer
hollday

Imersiews with first year secondary Maths
teachers about their yiews of current performance
of pupds and any uends Try w identify specific
areas of concern and any vievts about likely
causes

nalysis of pupil performances on end of year
eyammations. examined by feeder school

Data afteady collected used to tease out issues
reflected by staff stews Any yarianons in pups)
pertomance Indicated in examination results?

dfC s n pupil performance and tlt at kast some

irst year secondary teachers and Head of
Department of Mathemai, c. asked for reactions
to report on findings

sdf Use information emerging from colleagues
to identify questions to be asked on fonhcoming
official ylsit to feeder primary schools

1 ceder primary schools Heads and IcaJcs
especially final yrjr leachers

Data colkcted from feeder schools and secondary
Maths colleagues Reactions from colleagues on
infoirration. and relationship. if any, to
yariations in pupil performance

Data analysed and repon draftedthoughts on
hovt best to present repon to colleagues Whici,
points should I concenuate on?

Informal in- aews using prepared set of
quettions

Schoo! records for this all the last tvto or three
years

t Ise Rediguides. It, 20 and 21 on analysing
interyievis ar.d elementary analysts of statistscs

01 these seem to be connected %Yell particula ft eder

Organise a group meeting and circulate
informatiun sheet on significant findings

Identify factual questions, eg What schemes being
used, texts, etc"! What, if aey, skill and technique
emphases? What w look for in pupil work?

Documems and schemes of woi A Pupil records
where available Formal,informal Interviews as
appropriate

OUTCOME (overleaf)



TIMESCALEOUTCOME

Beginning of academic year
Report to colleagues on Endings, reflecting all stages of analysisvariations in performances of first

year secondary pupils and feeder school relationships.

Analysis of data fiom feeder schools and up-dating of f.,st %.41 in secondary performa ces in current
ycar's examinations Lcading to identification of possible sources of variation in pupil performance, and
suggestions for realistic action to be taken.

On this last point, there might, for example, bc a need to arrange joint meetin_ between primary and
secondary staff to map out an agreed and continuous Maths syllabus.
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SCRE Pructitioner
Ripen have a Ira slant. Theypresent

researdr findings
and usues dm y and suairrtly

tohelp
teadras andothers take

account of educational
resemdr in

improvMg the practiceof eduartion.
Some titles are of most

interest to certain groups httutteachers,educathn or t
thhose concerned un staff dem I, for

eanmple. Otherswill attract a wider readers/up
but all are

Written foran identified audknce.
7he series includesrrportsof

me:0dr, edit& rolled ions
amund a theme, revieusq :march

and annotatedbrhilognzyks.
.

Many teachers are interested in examining the way
they work and the effects of differing practices on
their pupils. This booklet will help teachers plan
their own research. It provides dear guidance on
how to translate an interest in an issue of direct
practical concern into a worthwhile and feas13le
piece of research through the formulation of specific
research questions. Whether worlong on their own
or as members of a team, many teachers find doing
research demanding but essentially enjoyable and
professionally rewarding. This guide will help them
use their time and effort to best advantage

The authors, both former teachers, have worked
with teachers engaged in small-scale research
meets. tan Lewis was a Senior Lecturer at York
University with special responsibility for the teacher
research programme before moving to Westminster
College, Pamela Munn (formerly of Stirling
and York Universities) is a Senior Research Officer
at the Scottish Council for Research in Education
where she ts in the process of establishing a Teacher
Research Support Unit.
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